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e? CATHOLIC. EACATIONAL POLICY IN THE FUTURE:

REFLECTIONS ON NORC II

William C, IIEcCreidy

V

I have been asked' here this-morning to offer my reflections on the-

.

future of Catholic educatiom in our country based on the research we have

done at.the National Opinions. .Research.Center (NORC). I ,plan to summarize

very briefly the findings of that research and then to address the question

of what it means to you as Catholic' educators and to all of'us who aremembers

)"'cif'the church. (For thod who would like to peruse the detailed report ofd

our findings, Mr. Andrews at the heed & Ward booth has plenty of copies he

is more than ready to sell.)

The relationship between research and policy is perhaps-best depicted

by two cartoons I keep on my office wall. The first shows a circus trainer

sitting dejectedly looking at a large, dumb elephant who has just fallen off

a ball on which he was standing. The trainer says, "It seems some days like

I make a little progress,-then other days it seems like I'm not getting any-

'where at all." Institutions, like elephants, are very hard to train.

The second cartoon shows a bunch of animated numbers standing around,

on a stage much like this one and an announcer is saying; "Tonight we

are going to let the statistics speak for themserVes." It might be Intenesting

if statistics could speak for themselves but they cannot. Data require inter-

pyetation before they become-useful findings whick can be applied to decision-
.

fliaking.- My putpose this morning is two-fold: to convert data to findings about
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the attitudes of Catholics, and to make recommendations about future edu-

cational policies. In other words, Imam goikig to speak for the statistics

and suggest some ways to train the elephant.

.Times have changed for the church

ofNkhe chan has happened during the pest decade, 1963, we were nearing

our country, and a great deal

,the end of an era of institutional vitality which had steadily increased

since the,early'paft of the century. More than 70 per cent of the Catholics

attended mass at lease-eery week, 44 per cent of our school children were

Catholic-sChoolis, and more than 50 per -cent of the faithful. agreed with,

_

the official ban on birth control. (Seventy -four per cent of those with more

fi

than 10.Years of Oatho4geduCation agreed with the ban.)
.

fai hful-aftend, 0 kly mal (a third of them go once a
'st

LiPtle more tharOa decade later we find that barely 59 per cent of the

y or less), only

29 per cent of our schoolAchiddren attend parochial sc ols and only 13

4
per cent agree with thebartin birth control. Duri the same period, the.

.Ar

church loaf an estimated 1.8 billion dollars in otential revenue. Some of,

.

our critics have said we spoke too strongly -.out the gloomy side of these_

findings. I do not think so. This has b-en a disastrous collapse of insti-

tutional support in a very short ti.4te If the church were a human being; we

would have rushed it 'to intensive are with all possible haste!

One bright -spot in this p ture, besides increased communion reception,

is the perfomance of the Cat .lic scHools. Popular support for them remains

high,and they are more im ortant for the church than they were a decade, ago.

The have not tuned the tide of decline, but they have certainly kept it

from engulfing the church. Catholic education deters.losses where they are

likely to be the greatest, 'among the young and among men. We know froother

research that men are critical in transmitting religious values to their



children,
and if the Catholic

familyis.to continue to be the place where re-

litious awareness is nurtured, ye are going to need all the religious young

men,we,can get:

Our research allowed us to explain the decline in the church that

occurred during ;he past decade better than most such eff rts do. The

'explanation came as a surprise Co us, and, judging from the reactions of

those in the official ranks, it was a shock to many.others We had expected

that the change,/'made d r ng the Vatican Cotincil would account for much of

4
the decline; but there was no evidence that this Win faCt had happened. After

exploring other possible explanations, welooked at the effects of the encycli-

cal on birth cop rol together with people's attitudes/toward papal authority

/ /

and, discovered that we had fo nd our explanation. ,

The changing attitude toward the ban on birth control and toward

papal,authority explain most-of the declines observed in the decade. These

declines, include the lowerdevelof mass attendance (which directly affect

the parish subsidies for parochial schools). They include the'fall-off in

voCationi-which make the drop in the Dow Imes during our latest recession
3

pale by comparison. They inclu4e the declining levels of participation

in Catholic Activities that has plagued most diocesan programs in recent

years. And finally, the loss of, almost one billion dollars-in potential

contribut ons ean be explained by people's attitudes toward the church's

teadhing.on sexual ethics. It is not my place to make theological or ethical

policy, but as an observer of the American Catholic Church over the past decade,-

I can say that it was one expensive' papal pronouncement.

Some commentators have asked,how we can prove that the encyclical

1!4

"caused" the declines in the church.' ',As a matter of fact, n our report we
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carefully steered away from using the word "cause" because of the conktiping

metaphysical and epistomological ambiguities which surround ft. How ver,

*social science is not simply concerned with linkages between varia les brit

with the explanation of social phenomena. If the term caupal models" makts

some people unhappy, we will gladly use-"explanato models" instead. W

. have been interested in explaining the decline of American Catholicism over

the past decade, and we think we,have done it.-

An old research adage is .that if a proposition/cannot be falsified

then neither can it be verified., Many of the alternative axPlanations we

have heard recently make fine cocktail chatter but they won't hold water as

scientific propositions ba-puse they can neither be falsified nbr'verified.

How Can you prove or disporve such explanatio s as "the collapse of family,

life," "the loss of respect for authority," or' 'poSt-conciliar turbulence"

(whatever that may be)? We Proposed sever planations which could he

verified or falsified, and the only one t at was verified by the data was

the birth control-papal authority explan/tion. We think we,have proven our

explanation beyond a reasonable doubt? and we do not think anyone is likely

to come ut> with evidence which will Significantiy,change our findings. Does

.

our proof have certainty? No, not in the way in which contemporary physicists

and mathematicians use' the word. But if we 'think in telzis of converging

probabilities and John Henry Newman's "illative sense)" then we have simple

certainty, the kind you had this morning when you knew this talk would takef

place soon after you arrived, the kind of certaiity that i the ordinary affairs

of life is quite sufficient. to support Aecisions and actions. .

i!
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So much for she basic findings of the tepo4. If these data are

to have an impact on the future educational policies of the church, hey

must somehow be brovht into the sequestered pdlicYtMakineprocesses which

or] V
,

"function so mysteriously in the back rooms of the ecclesiastical establishment. '

.

As.,Catholic educators and as church members, you.hav

:

considerable veste

interest in, decisions 'Which affect the future educatiOnal effort of the
''._ '4,---.' . .--

church; yet you do not really hay: Very much to say about specific decisiolS

with regard to the expansion and contraction of the church's educational
, . A / --

- .4
. J....

mission. And, unfortunately, the Catholic laity who support that mission
.

has even less to say about elucationahpoliCies than you do.

'

.There's a story about the man who was asked who made the decisions

in.his house. "My wife 'makes all the little decisions, like where we will

live) what school the kids will attend, and who our friends will b
9 <

said. "I make the big ones, like what shall we do about inflation, omr,

relations with Russia, etc." The laity seldom have anything to say about

either the big or the little decisions because no one is listening to them.

Although there is not Very much known about the actual decision

14
rts

protesSesof the church, one suspects that much of it is dependent upon

several key stereotypes of the Catholic population in the minds of the

decision-makers. Perhaps our recent information can_shed some light on

these stereotypes as to how closely they match reality.

Stereotype 1: Most Catholics are blue-collar workeYs and lower

middle crass socioeconomically. The facts of the matter are that Catholics

ard quite high An terms of income and educational levels. Some of the .specific

ethnic groups among the Catholic population have moved into"the profeStional

and managerial occupations in a dramatic fashion.'
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Stereotype 'Catholic ethnics are conservativelsocia and

politically. this too is false,' taiholic ethnfes are liberal:`or,pro-
.

1.

gressive on most social issues'.
6 .

A

Stereotype 3: Catholic priest's are nptj happy. in their vdCations;

and it is,the best among them whd-teave Che priesthood.' On the contrqry,

most priests are happy. 14.1 their - vocations. Those,who Leave .do so because

they dojhot enjoy doing the kind of work priests.do.

Stereotype 4.: The encyclical' Rumanee Vitae caused great moral
4 ,

anguigh, and the Vatican Council turned people away from the church because

of liturgical changes. Nothing-could be fuher from,04.!.trUth. If anything,..

the Council tended to counter some of the negaeive forces from the encyclical,
,

4 .

which turned out ,;to71:ie an institutional depressant.

0 Stereotype -Popular support among Catholics, for the continuation

o
,..

of the Catholic schodl system is declj.ning. There is- no evidence for this

myth; in-fact, thE opposite' is true, with nearly 90 per` cent of the Catholics

C?xexpressing support for the s ools in 1974. °/

Stereotype 6:- CCD programs are adequate replacements for the religious

component of Cathdblic education. CCD appears to be a little better th-6

no religious education-at all., but it is nowhere near as effectivp as ten.'

9r .more years of parochial "schooting in inculcating religious values.

All of theie stereotypes are, wrong, according to recently collected

opinion aata, yet they have had a powerful impact on formul ion' of Catholic

.10s

-educational policies over thepast decade. Decisions were and continue to

be made in the absence of'information the nature of the marketpt lace.

-

There is no ongoing research effort on the part of the church in this

4.'



country, no monitoring of "Catholic opinion
witWregard-t,04he 5alientissuies

)
.

,ofthe'day,'_noattempt to engage°in .the 'kind of listeninCthat leadership.

needs to do to keep in .touch with the people-. With theexception of FDLC

fun4ing ta'analyze the changing
attitudes ,toward the liturgy there has not

been one penny of church money_ put into either
0Vthe. we are

41sC'ussing
thiS'HMorning: Contrary to popular

opinion, it would notbe

difficult for. the church leaders" to fund such research: TereH:

toa allocate $20 per each
Catholic school_in'tha

country, For exam e, we

.

n annual attitude survey of theCatbolic population and monitor

such things as changing, patterns of ma6S,attendiute- financial contabOtions,

.

and support- or' thekCatholic educatinhal
system. -.,Twenty dollars per schOol!

The only reason they refuSe.to make this' significant expenditure is -that

'Our leaders see no reason why they should listen-63
u/at..all.' They have

not and do not consult us on decisions which affect our personal lives,

the lives of our children, and our neighborhoods; and there is no sign

thgt they are about to begin now.

1

If the information which we have presented in Catholic Schools in

a Declining Church had been available during this decade, things might haVe.'

11,

been done differently. For example, if decislion-makers had known the extent

to which a Catholic education,enabled
people to cope with transitions and

remain loyal to the church perhaps they would have renewed their commitment

to it rather than put a moratoriumon expansion and development. If. the

church had known that fathers play the.most influential role in the 'religious

socialization of
theiichildren and that Catholic educationsucee fully

fosters religious
values in young men, pexhapemupre energy would haV been

"
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1pnt into finding innovative and creative olutions tb the problems of
,J

-

financing Catholic schools. If our'leade s had had data about the willingness.

and ability of people tb increase their Support for the schools, perhaps we

would have,developed alternatives to CCD. If or leaders had done some

extensive evaluation of .these types of programs, if the myth Let instruction

was as effective as Catholic education had ,been faced with empirical facts,

_. . .

perhaps the church cpuld have channeled its resddrces more effectively, less
.

.- _. .

wastefully., If more attention had been paid to the "listening church"
.

by the "teaching church ' perhaps-the chur011 could have made.a more creative

contribution to our understanding of.human intimacy.

A5' it has turned ot4t, e recent decade has seen our leaderShip waver

and wobble in their commitment to the Catholic schools, which 'are'a powerful

resource for the, future; they'remain rigidly steadfast in support of a hon-

infallible pronouncement about the, nature of human intimacy that has proved

to have disastrods consequences for. the institutional life of the church.

Yes, it could have been a better decade!

There is a story currently making the rounds about the two bighops

who meet at the"O'Hare Hilton on their way to separate meeting. One says,

"I have some good news and some bad news for you." The other says, "Well,

let's have the good news first."

"There is a report that Christ has actually returned to earth."'
-

"Well; that's great, " says Bishop Number Two.. "Now the church can

really get rolling again just like the old days."

"Not ,s0 hasty there 'friend," says 'Bishop One "The bad news is thart

he's been spotted in Salt Lake City."

10

ao.
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4

Now I do. not for a *mite believe that we have been abandoded

by iha Almigh'y, although He may havehad good reason to do so. A sensible
s ,

N,
l.-God wouldhaVe dropped us.ong Ago; Only ohe.who is a little crazy.would stand

\

-by. some of the foolish things we,have, done. Bowever,- iCies not necessary to

abandon all. our powers -of sen se and reason just because we know HeHwon't.deny.

. us His love. There are steps we camiake to correct sorde.8"f the mistakes of

the I would Uggest as a beginning four interrel4ted policy recommendations.;,

4,
*

First, the hierarchy oughtto withdraw from operational involvement

with the parochial school systems around the country. The financial and

educational decisiOn-making ought to be in tie hand of lay and religious

representatives who are+in touch4Oith local an communitywide intereSts.

Parish education and finante boards ought to determine local parish educa='

tional policies, and those parishes which require outside subsidies in order'

c. °

to maintain eheir sc hools ought to be, able t9 deal witlt a representative

financfh assistance board at. the diocesan level rather than with one bishop

who.may or may not know anything aboul the local situation. (This ;gourd also,

seems to me, take a great load bff the shoulders of certain members of the

hierarchy.)

The parochial schools are viewed positively by most Catholics,,and

"they are viewed-as a resource for the entire Catholic community, not just for

those who attend them. Most parish;schools do not function via full,-bost.,,

-
i

t .

tuition but are in part subsidized bk either the parish or the diocese-

They,are 'out" schools in a very real sbnse of the word., They reflect "our"

`Nralues and ate maintained with "our" dollars. We'support them through a
"""

variety of mechanisms, such as direct tuition payments, Sunday col,leotions,
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.

alumni-driVes and a variety of fundraising events': Ye.t%when costs rise

.

and inflation hitso, we areaeldOm asked our opinions:' We 4re.seldom asked

,e. gr,

if we will inCfease our supp ort of the schools or if there are other sources

5

0 s -",7*-- .. dt

of support available,/ No, "our" schbols'are'closed'. ty decision ,i) a higher

0 ' .

authority who, in effect, says that they-were never "our" schools at a

they ha'Ve always been "his" schools, and .he will do what he thinks is
. '.. . ., ,..-

for all. of us
.

even if it means eVentUally4;abandoning a commitment:to parochial

.

schools altogether. Forhe lack of adequate information and o on theinn vation
.. _

. .

part of our leaders we could- lose the one resource that has been helpful to

the church during time of transftion,and decline, our_Parochial sChools,_

This' style

teitfulto

schools and

OfdeciX sion-makin- is flaWed and must not continue! It is,de-
.

ask people to devote their time and ney to,the'suppprt of qatholi

leave them-out of the decision- eking process when it c

to determin th'eir cohtinued existence. To paraphrase a famil

"It's not ce'to fool the people of .Goti!"

commercial -,

second recopmenddt.ion is that there be a xotal moratorium on.

official pronouncements about the do's and the don'ts of:human sexuality

until the-"teaching'church",,has a. -long, hard dialogue wit
P
h thef"learning

chur chillt church's teathipg on sexual ethics not only igndres the com-

plexitIes-of sexuality in tie contemporary era, it also ignores much of the

richness of our own traditional wisdom about intimate relationships. Is

it pdssibte that a church possesSed:of that marvelously itch sexual symbol.

. ..

we have just seen this Easter, the plunging=ef-,:thelighted paschal candle. .
(

-

'--
.

. .

rnto the font of holy water . only tell its people what not to do in
..,

. pagan`their bedrooms1 The transformation of
.

that g fertility Kite by the
, .

.

12



(' Christian revelation of hope aifd resurrectioh rough God's love for

each of us-1 one of the cultural 6ombshells i

was not n ed,in the process but it was transformed. We are totally lov6d

4mA-het:story. 'Sexuality

wand therefore we can love others; yet official church teaching has become

mired in a controversy of mechanics and metaphysics.

The'asumption was made that Catholic values about sexuality.were

ekrtificial contraception was seen as the beginning of a

chain of dominoes;,if it fell, all the others would follow suit. Soon there

would be.no respect for life or for the,sacred quality of human relAV6hships

left.among Catholics. What an underestimation of the sensibilities of so-
_

called ordinary Catholic lay people! Actually?, AmericanfCatholics have prove-4"

themselves far more astute -and sophisticated than their.leziders give them

credit, for beOg. There is no indication' that the approval of artificial

contraception has heralded a loWering of the respect for life orthe

sanctity of sexuality or4 Ehe part of Catholics. Less than 8 per cent of

it

Catholics approve of abortion when it comes towtheir own personal moral

^ decision, ancithey have made clear distinctions and judgments among dif-

r.

,ferent circumstances Linder'which they feel abortion-ought to be legalized

mrithin our pluralistic constitutional democracy. There is a solid coalition

of-Catholics and Protestahts who are opposed to the legalizatioroof abortion

on demand after the first trimester; but many inthe church are still acting

as if it is unique Catholic issue in our society.

Most Ameiican Catholics have shown themselves able to live within

a pluralistic society that contains many different persuasions about, the

0
values to be-honored without abandoning their own values in the process.

13
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Most of u' mature when We admit that we have made a mistake and have taken

steps to cor ect it. Why can we not assume that.the church too would groy

and mature if could Omit that the rigid prohibition .against artifieal

J

contraception was an honest mistakd? This would at 1 ast open the door

to a much richer i terpretation of human sexuality one which our theology
1-

and out tradition c rtainly say is possible.,

The third r commendatiqn is that we-explore the whole range of
f

financial support fo parochial%education. Subsequent to.this we should

explore alternate -um of financing the Catholic schools in specific situa-
,

tiOns. One commentator recentl r said that it.was debatable whether or not

Catholics would support the capital expenditures needed, to underWrite

school Axpansion to th tune of $50,000'per classroom. I could not agree

more. It is very debatable. But why waste timedebating it? Let's ask
. .

people and find out how much4hey are willing to give and under what cir-

-=umstances-they.wbuld be willing to give it. Our estimates of how much

more Toney people't,are willing to contribute to the chUrch in order to keep a

parochial ,'school open total almost 2' billion d llais. Even if the true amount

were only half of thdflit would mean that
,

we could build 500 new twenty-room

school's, pay for their.operating costs; cut contribated services by nearly

hakf, and still have sate left for a rainy day. .

Speaking of estimates, by thd way, some'peopie always ask, "How good

are your estimates'of such things, given that yoil only interviewed 925 people?"

,

The official NCEA'report for 19-1974 said that approximately 794 millioh

dollars had been paid in tuition fgt. that year for parochial schools. Our-
E.

estimate for the same year, based'op our sample of 925 respondents; was 805

million Just about 1 per_cent off.

14
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Schools in inner-city neighborhoods are providing viable alternatives

to public'education for a predominantly black; non-Catholic clientele. How-

ever, these schools do not have the resources of traditia al paitd es in

many 'cases and frequently must depend 011' diocesan subsidies. When times
.

,'4 are hard these subsidies are often terminated, which brings local parochial

forces 'and diocesan forces into direct Conflict. A better apprOach is to

subsidyremove the hierarchy from the subsidy business and createa diocesan.school
-

finance boayd to undertake the creation and management'a a subsidy program

that would dovetail wipilparithesand help them find ways of becoming self- *

.

supporting while still on subsidy. Never again should one An; no matter

how much clout he has or thinks he as in:"Rome, be able to unilaterally
.

close down schools which are serving our black and Latim-brothers andsisters"-

on the grounds that some of these brothers and sisters don't hafpen'to'be

Catholic.

Such a school finance board could also explore ways of, enabling those

Catholics who, see the schools as an integral part of their 6,mmitment to the

church 'to help inner-city schools to donate time and money. Endowment funds

for scholarships and subsidies could be designed to go hand in hand with

tuition increases at the local level. Parochial schools'have served

people well and should continue to do tlo with creative Management. It
,

is tragic to hear stories, such as I did receneiy, about the - ,school in the;',

East that closed its doors_ while still' operating at full capacity and

charging only $150 tuition per student.

15.
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Cath lic education is one of the best bargains in the country

and people do 't know it. If the books were opened and ehe real facts

of the situafti n ,made. clear, most people" would be morehthan" willing
)

-,,increase their g fts to the church to help out. Ho*everi_that would mean

that ultimatecontroi
,

f 'the schools wouldpass from the dioceses to the

people who/pay for them,'And that would mean that bishops would have to

return to being spiritual leaders and give up being fiscal administrators.

Come to think of it, that's not a bad trade. We need our top-level spiritu

le4ders to be just that: people who challenge us and our ideals and help

move forward.

Ultimately, the financial pinch for p raial eduoatioh is no

.
result of people being unwilling to pay for Catholic, schools: We b ilt:

this system when people were not nearly as wealthy as they are to ' -y. Out

standard of living has risen 'considerably since, the early part this century..

Our people have color televisions, take, vacations, and enjoy th good life

to a greater degree than ever before. 'They also have indicated that they

are willing to increase their financial support for the parochial schools./

.The financial- crunch has come because of hesitant leadership, a

leadeeghip that has done nothing to investigate,the facts of the situatioff

and which appears' ready to ignore facts when they are uncovered. People

need to'be endouraged to support the church and the schools; they need to

be told what a bargain they are getting for their educational dollar; they

need-to face the fadt'that if they were dropping a twenty on the collection

N

20 years ago, they should be making that two twenties today just to

stay even with inflation. The way the system is currently organizeda;
.

our

A

16
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symbolic leaders are responsible for managing the money we contribute to

the church and no one is really responsible for challenging and motivating

our giving habits. 'It ought to be turned around: church leadership should

motivate and challenge us and we should be doing the managing However,

in order for our leaders todo thaf job properly, they would have to knoW

\

something about us as we really are and stop dealing with us according

to outdated and erroneous stereotypes. And, this brings me to my last'

.0

recommendation.

(Saving the plug for last) 4.would;.suggest that the church embark

k
upon a research and development program that would bring'it tc parity with

.

at least most large American corporations If the church in this country

has been developing, its own research capacity during the past decade,.its-
,

leaders would not have had to suffer the works of GreelyMcCready , and

/

McCourt but would have up-to-date information onsuCh things as the'

devotional practices and doctrinal 1.:eliefs,of the faithful, the e4icaqy
7.

of Catholic education, the level of popular support for.,parochial schomla,
7 I '

'w4 0

the reaction to decisions, and potential sources of.
4,inancia1/

contributions

A

right at their fingertips. The church would, have a well-trained research ,

staff to analyze data and contribute, to policy discussions. All this could

be possible for about $20 per school. (Diocesan funding, of suchresearch
4.1

would range from about $9500 for Chicago to about $20 for Anchorage,):'

-
..

The necessity for develppi4 and maintaining a staff of trelned.P. -..

.
,

,..- -,. J
.' ....--.

.

agencies.4 researchers is paramount, becausehey enable e to utilize data and .

information rather than be surprised by it. Such a staff could not. be

created by fiat, however; it must be nurtured and cultivated and allowed

to make,mistakes like any growing thing. The real obstacle to a serious
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research effort on the part of the church is not, in.the final' analysis., money,

e talent, or difficult techniques; rather,it is therelActanee of the hierarchy--

to abandon the myths.by which they have ruled,the,church for so long.

Tp .listen to the people in a systematic way, which:is what such research.
,

actually is, can be a' very threatening, venture, especialely'when one has

groWn to'depend on stereotypes rather than information.

4. People who invest resources in research may find out some unpleasant

news. It will be difficult to pretend that everything is rosy or that the

bbserithd dec nes are really just part of the,larger social scene and mot

the result of anTspecific policies or, actions when people's attitudes and

- -

behaviors are tabulate'd and systematically analyzed. The real stake ih'

this last recommendation is the extent to which the teaching church desires'
o

td hear the voices of the listening church--especially when they are dissent-
).

ing voices.'- To. Admit hearing the dissenting opinions is the first step on the

A

road to.consiclering it at the policy table, and that can be a very long step
.

indeed. In the immortal words of Pius XI, which some of our leaders seem

to have forgotten "The.Catholic Church has nothing to fear from the truth."
(

Summary

-:One last story. There was once a young Irish girl who appli4d-for

admission

so strict

and those

two years

and said,

to the most strict of all, the cloistered orders. This order was

that they were allowed to speak only two words once every two yearal

only to MotheiSuperior. The girl was accepted, and after her fitst-

were uplahe appt6ached Mother Superior at the. appropriate time

!Bed fiord." Mother Superior nodded. AnOthcer two years went by,
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and again it was time 6 speak. The postulant approached Mother Spperior

and said, "Food cold." ;'Mother Superior nodded. Now another two years went

by and the young sister/approached her superior and said, "I quit!" Mother

Superior looked up and 'Said, "Well it's about time. All you've done for six

years complain!"

I sincerely -hope thatour research is not "dismissed as complaining

or even troublemaking. Rather, opi nion research of thi's kind should.be

0,

seen as an opportunity to find out what people "out there" are thinking.

One of the most exciting moments.in my business is when you first find out

how people answered the questionsyou designed. It's like a Continuous

surprise, and I never itre of In one Way, it is amazing that things

aten't'worse than they are within the C tholiC population given the stresses

and strains that-beset tt. In our report we noted a "bottoming out".
,

effett in both the declines in church attendance and_in.school enrollment.. .

f;erhaps it'is the light at the end of the tunnel. Then perhaps it is only

afreight train coming the other way. We need to find out!

In a previous research project we developed an indicator of hoi..eulness,

which was derived froma series of responses to life-trisis situations in

which people were asked to conisder their reaction to impending death. Hope

is that perspective toward tragedy which does not deny the, evil of the situation

but at the same time expresses confidence that, the forces of goodness are

strong enough to overcome the eviI and the,suffering. Catholic schools play

an important role in developing hopeful adults who can weather changes and

live with ambiguities. Hope alsO leads to racial MEtolerance increased 'Catholic

activism, and support for vocations. A cadre of hopeful and tolerant people
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are a tremendous' advantage to, an ingtitutiOn,such ag.the church,' that is

going through crises of Confidence agd morale. These people will be mosp

important as future leaders in the midst ol.feligious and social Changes,

and.yosu can be damn proud of them..

Our schools are neither rel4cs that need to be preserved nor

anomalies whose purpose needs to be questioned. They are precious re-

-

sources that exist .now and that need to be supported to dhe.extent of

all'our powers,.: We can challenge Catholic schools ag4 give them the. op-
.

-.

.

.
.

portunity to become vibrant alternatives to public edUcation without
0,

, . - .

,

.insigting that they becqme winner-take-all competitors. Experiment

. .
..

and innovation in our schools has been a phenomenon which' drawi more

t. ..

and more public notice. . Value-oriented education is "in,"-and_,.parOchial

schools have a head, stare on the rest. It seems that a4 t o'often Catholics
1,

drop something just as the rest orsociety is beginning to 'sense its worth

./
(witness religious garb, incense, and riival). This time 'let us hang on-
_

to.Our schools and what we knoW is good about therL Lets nCrOite take them ,

f

from us. In the year 2000, let us look back upon this time and congratulate
0

. .

ourselves foe hailing the foresight to nurture one of; tie church's most

durable resources, our parochial school, system.
...,
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